CONCEPTUAL GENERALIZATIONS AS FOR THE CONTENT OF INDIVIDUAL SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AS A LEADER

The article is devoted to the problems of the leader's personality development in the context of the content of individual socio-psychological aspects of its formation. An attempt on the specification of the objects and the process of development of the individual leader and clarified the nature of the development process within the general content of the interpretation of the relevant category. There were considered several specific age periods of personal development (adolescence) in the context of their compliance with the main periods of human socialization and development of leadership qualities. The place and role of public institutes and institutions in shaping personality traits of new leader. In addition, the article contains the conclusions and generalizations about the content of individual socio-psychological characteristics of the leader's personality development.
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Social and psychological aspects in the development of a personality of a leader got not only a complex and multifaceted structure, but also a multivectoral practices of its manifestation. Almost each of the directions of the leader's personality development can be seen through the prism of social and psychological status of both the object and subjects that affect its development. The question is in the power of the relevant impacts and their significance for the development of the individual leader.

First, you must specify the objects and the process of development of the leader's personality and find out the nature of the development process, ie, to determine which changes of the object we can consider as development. It should be noted that this interpretation of the category of “development” depends ultimately on the content of social and psychological characteristics of the corresponding transformations. According to G.S. Kostiuk, “development is a continuous process, which results in quantitative changes of human beings, that is, increasing and decreasing some of its other features (physical, physiological, mental, etc.). But he is not limiting it to quantitative changes in growth, that are already there, but it includes qualitative changes. Quantitative changes lead to the emergence of new qualities, i.e. signs, features that are formed during the development itself, and the disappearance of the old ones. Development is when there comes something new and at the same time old is dying away” [10, p. 27]. We find it interesting, that the definition mentioned above does not include gain on the direction of development, so it is not clear whether we should consider as development those “changes in human beings”, whose content is not associated with improvements in quality (state) of the object or whether the development of regressive changes. It is clear that the development is not only a change (set of changes). Determining the nature of this analysis, it can be based on different types of universal relations expressed in the laws and categories of dialectics. G.S. Kostiuk quite rightly appeals to the “new birth” and the “qualitative change”, even though such changes are not always development. For example, cyclic (repetitive) processes are unlikely development. Rather,
the basis of the changes imposed aimed at updating the system and affect its structural and functional transformation. In philosophical dictionary concept of “development” is presented as a natural qualitative changes in material and ideal objects, which are characterized as irreversible and directed. [13, p. 492]. Within scientific thought, the dominant point of view is that development is a process of long, irreversible, progressive, and above all, non-linear changes in relatively large intervals (e.g. evolutionary change, social and economic changes transforming the means of production, etc.). According to Gorlach M.I, among the most important characteristics of the development process, there should be pointed out the next ones: non-linearity, multi-variantive (alternative), stochasticity, unpredictability, constructive role of chaos (disorder), randomness in the occurrence of new [4]. So, under development, at least within this publication, we understand “non singlular transformations in order to achieve the best (and therefore stable) state of the system and the process that does not stop in time, the flow of which does not happen consistently and continuously, often goes abruptly overcoming various depth and crisis” [3]. In the context of the foregoing, we conclude that the basis of social and psychological aspects of the individual charged with evolutionary change in its quality with regard to the principles of self-organization and synergy in the functioning of complex social systems. One of the conditions for the successful development of an individuum as a leader is the principle of coherence, i.e. subject of the development management process must find areas of self-development and ensure the proper object of focus in the context defined trends that change its quality. The given above observation has fundamental substantial load due to the need to develop an individual program of personal development as a leader. It is clear that such a program can not be universal, as the future leader is first and foremost a person, and therefore has a sufficient level of his own “I”. However, it should be understood that the training program for future leaders, given the specificity of the educational process, can be individual for each of the participants in the respective application, because the development of the individual leader is usually within a study group. Interestingly, the study group performs for future leaders as both subject and object of the educational process. This is due to the fact that the future leader of the group can use the group to test some managerial and communication technologies. In turn, the group considers its members in the light of the status in the system. It should draw attention to the existence of a certain contradiction. On the one hand, a member of a group (the future leader) has a play-like leader status in relation to other members of the group, on the other, he is a part of the environment with the playing status of the leader of another member of the study group. Constant change of roles on the one hand promotes communication abilities of the individual, and on the other – affects the dynamics of leadership development. For example, if you compare the time when the subject of the educational process is in the game and has the status of a leader with the time in the status of an element of an interactive environment, while some another party to the curriculum has the playing status of the leader, we can state that the person most of the time to develop their own leadership skills in the status of subsystem element that ensures the development of other participants in the training program. So, returning to the issue of specifying objects and actors in the process of personal development as a leader and clarify the nature of the development process, we can formulate the following preliminary conclusions:

• Interactive environment of formation and development of the personality of a leader has a strong social and psychological context (as an interactive environment is considered a social system, which in itself makes the presence of a specific set of motivational, psychological, communicative conflicts etc.).
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• Розвиток особистості керівника є відображенням статусу і ролі об'єкта (н. в., об'єкт її особистості). Розвиток особистості керівника може бути зіставлено з розвитком статусу та ролі об'єкта навчального процесу;
• Розвиток особистості керівника може бути зіставлено з розвитком об'єкта навчального процесу і змінами в контексті середовища, в якому об'єктивно змінюються якісні характеристики об'єкта;
• Уключаючи соціальні та психологічні аспекти особистості керівника, слід розглянути ті аспекти, що непосередньо пов'язані з особистістю керівника (наукова особистість), що природним чином пов'язана з його "я" (принцип суперечності);
• Розвиток особистості керівника, як і будь-якого іншого об'єкта, слід враховувати основні ризики, зміна яких вимагає перетворення об'єкта в новий об'єкт з якістю, що відрізняється від предмета, вважаного виробленим (об'єкт, який має якість, що відповідає встановленому стандарту);
• На думку автора, найважливіше вплив на соціально-психологічні характеристики індивідуального керівника, це інтерактивне середовище, яке створює відповідні вимоги до майбутнього керівника та впливає на силу прояву.

Другою, з точки зору педагогічної науки, є традиційне об’єднання і розрізняння трьох типів розвитку — фізичного (розвиток тіла, який має значення в біологічних процесах), умовного (характеризується розвитком та формуванням людської душі) та соціального (відповідає процесу закріплення людського соціального експерименту, таких як мова, моральний характер тощо) [11]. Кожно з цих аспектів в контексті об’єкта звернення заслуговує спеціального уваги вчених. Однак, визначено, що останні два аспекти критичні для формування нових якостей майбутніх керівників. Загальна характеристика соціально-психологічних аспектів особистості керівника є залежністю від відповідного етапу розвитку істоти (принцип суперечності).

Так, з метою формування керівництва можна сформувати період життя, коли розвиток керівництва є найефективнішим. Однак, ця відповідь не є простою і прямолінійною, оскільки на протязі життя людина (може) змінювати (регулювати) свої якісні характеристики. Однак, це зміна не відбувається самотворно, а відповідає змінам у галузевих умовах. За думку Кузьменка А.І., усвідомлення розвитку впливає на зміну фізичних, соціальних і психологічних ознак людини, яка спрямована на зміну якості системи, яка вимагає забезпечення специфічних потреб [11]. Так, питання чи правильний період розвитку керівництва можна розглянути в плані об’єктивної оцінки природи та колективної діяльності якогось індивідуального керівника.

R. Burns defines the conception of “I-concept” through a set of ideas and attitudes of the individual aimed at himself, coupled with their assessment [1], and hence the development of the “I” can be seen through the prism of social experience of the individual.
Acquisition of the first social experience of man is in its infancy, which gives rise to the
definition of this period as the main leader for identity formation. However, in childhood
the human cannot answer the question “Who am I?”, “What I have to be?” or even
formulate them according to the philosophical context of their contents. Thus, the problem
of formation of leadership skills, despite the undisputed fact its manifestation in childhood
is likely to be considered within adolescence. It is in adolescence when “there is formation
of a human as a personality, when a young man, having a difficult way ontogenetic
identification and assimilation to others gained strong social personality, capacity for
empathy, active moral attitude to people, to himself and to nature, etc.” [12]. Thus, the most
powerful leadership development in the individual takes place in adolescence. In a rather
simplified way we can say that the initial formation of leadership skills occurs in childhood,
while their development - in youth. The above argument should not be considered in
contradiction to the fact that the relevant leadership development occurs in adulthood. The
question is only in the dynamics and efficiency of such development. Recall that
adolescence – the period of life between adolescence and adulthood age. In the scheme of
ontogeny age periodization adopted by the VII USSR All-Union Conference on the
problems of the aging morphology, physiology and biochemistry, adolescence was defined
as 13–16 years for males and 12–15 years for girls and youth - as 17–21 years for boys and
16–20 years – for women [9, p. 8]. However, many researchers drew attention to the need
for integrated test, which is based on a person's age is not, and above all the results of its
social formation and development [6, p. 7].

So, returning to the issue of social and psychological aspects of the leader's
personality development process, we can formulate the following preliminary conclusions:

• Social and psychological development of the individual's personality of the leader
are connected with the time period of socialization and the intensity of its passage (here we
have to understand the dialectic relationship between the influences of a leader, as a subject
of the process of forming the leadership skills of team members, on the socialization of the
objects of managerial activities and influences on the process of socialization on the
development of a subject and an object of forming leadership skills);

• Psycho-social features of the leader's personality development associated with the
process of identifying and implementing competitive advantages of a specific individual
(here should be taken into account, that the temperament of man and his psychological type
largely determine the presence of a critical mass of skills which under certain conditions can
be developed to level of leadership skills: personal skills (the ability to control oneself);
relations skills (ability to understand people, to encourage them and interact with them);
strategic thinking skills (the ability to formulate goals and objectives with taking into
account the state of the object and the business environment) , systems thinking skills
(ability to systemic, critical and creative thinking) [5, pp. 25-26]).

• The development of the leader's personality is largely influenced by the beliefs and
values of the individual, because it needs a conscious system, that not only determines the
direction and nature of its behavior, but also the ability to influence some social objects in
the organization of their activities in order to achieve these goals.

Thirdly, the study of the psycho-social aspects of the leader's personality is hard to
imagine without finding out the place and role of public institutes and institutions in shaping
the quality of the new object of management (the leader's personality), so forming the
request of the society on certain transformations (public, social, economic, etc.) and entities
able to provide enough significant impact on the development of the individual leader.
Within this part of the publication we turn our attention to the influence of social
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енvironnement on individual aspects of the leader's personality. It should be noted that some aspects of this complex and multifaceted issues were considered by us in the previous lines of research. However, given the significance of the effects of social institutes and institutions on the quality of future developments and their main subjects (leaders), that problem deserves a separate field of scientific research. Taking into account the definition of an institution that has been given by A. Bogdanov as a “system of interconnected individual mental forms that promote socially useful labor actions” [2, p. 158], we can assume that the social and psychological aspects of the leader's personality are not only the result of the institutions, but also the source of their origin (the leader influences the development of institutions that in turn – lead to the development of quality characteristics of the leader). A definition of more academic content was given by Inshakov O.V., which states that “Institutions are social forms of typing functions of the business entities, that determine their status and role in the production system of social life and relations and form a system of functional structure of society” [7, p. 46]. Institutions may be considered as a source for the formation of the Institute (meaningful basis) or institute a form of specific institutions. The institution itself is rather an abstraction that takes the form of a (value) only in the context of a particular action. In accordance with the foregoing definition, the status of a leader may be submitted in the form of some institutions, and hence there is the possibility to ensure its formation and development. It is logical that the status of the leader is the result of functioning of certain institutions (family, society, state, etc.) and thus have a contradiction, the content of which is fed through the perception of institutions as a source for the emergence of institutions (leader status). However, it should be understood that, depending on the size of their positioning, one and the same phenomena can be submitted both as an institution and as an institute. So, a situation in which the source institution for leadership (leader status) is the institute of leadership. This point of view can be confirmed by researches of U.V. Karpets who noticed that “Leadership Institute is one of the main components of effective management” [8, p. 157]. Quite similar scientific position on the importance of leadership institute towards its institutions can be found in work of Shityuk M.M. According to the scientist “Leadership Institute is closely linked to the principle of leadership and contained in recognizing legitimate hierarchical way of life of the whole society, which is characterized by the presence of power, domination, centralization of autonomy” [14, p. 69]. Thus, the institution of leadership, along with the institutional environment is a direct participant in the formation and development of the institutions of leadership, which in turn is regarded as the quintessence of relevant personality traits.

So, returning to the issue of the place and the role of public institutes and institutions in the forming of social and psychological aspects of the leader's personality, we can formulate the following preliminary conclusions:

• The phenomenon of leadership can be discovered in two planes, which are dialectically connected in meaning but not identical in the direction of display, namely: leadership as an institute; leadership as an institution;

• Public and state institutes and institutions have a direct influence on the formation not only on the environment as the basis for the formation of community needs on the characteristics of leadership skills, but also directly to the institute and the institution of leadership (acquiring the leader status by a person queries in the context of society's request for particular socio-psychological (qualitative) characteristics);

• The institute (institution) of leadership has direct relationship with the phenomenon of freedom, which can be considered as a basis for the development of most of the typical
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characteristics of a leader, because freedom, under certain circumstances, is the basis for the emergence of inequality (violation of equality).

Taking into account the above, we are able to formulate the following main conclusions.

1. Among the main subjects in the process of leader's personality development, there should be distinguished: immediate environment (just the personality of his own “I”, family, friends, training (labor) group, community, society, state organs and local self-government, institutional environment in its unity with institutes and institutions). Each of the above mentioned entities influence the formation and development of the individual leader and has its share within the relevant process, but the most important content in the context of social and psychological aspects of the leader's personality, in our opinion, is the person itself, the family and the direct environment of the individual. The main objects of the development of the individual leader should highlighting the human's personal “I” at the macrolevel and business environment at the mesolevel. In addition, under certain restrictions, at the macro level, the quality of the object can be considered including the institutional environment that shapes corresponding to the individual needs and determines the directions of its development.

2. Social and psychological characteristics of the leader's personality must be considered in the context of the overall development of the human “I” in the principle of coherence and consistency in perception of the content transformation into individual personality characteristics. Personal development as a leader would be effective only when the efforts of personality development will be coordinated with specific areas of self-identity. In addition, the content of the mechanisms of managerial influence must meet the content system of value orientations of the object, as in the case of conflicts between the relevant system (system of value orientations of individual and system management mechanisms influence), the transformation of the individual quality characteristics will not gain signs of development. The above argument has some limitations, the content of which is due to fundamental differences between areas and to implement power management entity within different form of manifestation of organizational management.

3. The nature and dynamics of social and psychological characteristics of the leader's personality development are closely associated with the content and period of socialization and, consequently, of the ages of person's life. The most dynamic development of the leader's personality and its social and psychological characteristics occurs in adolescence, although initial formation and development of the most common qualities of leadership, of course, begins in childhood. It is in adolescence when happens the formation of conditions for effective development of common social and communicative qualities of identity and leadership development. This is due to the fact that in adolescence personality specifies most conventional social practices, namely the change in status of adolescent youth status (change system values and mechanisms of their popularization and protection); approach to the world of adults and their perception of the world system (formation of a new consciousness and new qualitative characteristics); increase in individual freedom and responsibility (development of mechanisms of deterrence and self-preservation and assimilation practices of basic social rights model positioning in the environment) and so on. Among the main factors that influence the formation process of leadership skills of the individual in adolescence, it is necessary to identify those, content of which is related to the peculiarities of anatomical and physiological, and psychological human development. However, remember that leadership traits are innate, although their development is largely dependent on the level of self-identity and desire for leadership.
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4. Institutes and institutions play a significant role in the formation and development of the individual leader. The closest to the personality of a future leader is the institution of the family and therefore its impact is most effective, especially during primary socialization. However, it is understood that the assimilation of individual social practices (practical mastery of social experience) ensures the development of the human “I”, usually positioning it independent from the institution of family, and hence its effect over time becomes less noticeable and significant. The growing own “I”, as primarily a psychological category is the result of a long process of personal development, namely its individuality and uniqueness. Formation of human understanding of themselves and the world (subjective understanding of themselves and vision of itself in the social world) is possible only by understanding the results of the place and role of other images (images of the own “I” of other people) in social interaction. It is clear that the institution of the family eventually loses its influence on the development of individual leadership skills while the institution of society and its individual representatives who becomes not so important.

5. In reviewing the content of individual socio-psychological characteristics of the individual leader should pay attention to the secondary public institutions (in the preceding paragraph, we noticed only the primary social institutions, namely the family and socialization practices). In our opinion, folklore, art, principles of social and economic life, mythology, religion, etc. play a significant role in shaping the social and psychological aspects of the individual leader. That tradition and worldview of social and economic life, the formation and development of which is within a certain religious and cultural doctrines largely determine not only vectors of human own “I” of a particular individual, but also the content and practices of the relevant institutional environment as a basis for formation of personal identity.

Among the promising areas of research of this issue, the most promising, in our opinion are those, content of which is related to the peculiarities of formation and manifestation of the content of individual socio-psychological characteristics as an individual leader within the major religious and cultural doctrines of power, taking into account the effect of individual institutions.
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Розглянуто окремі вікові періоди розвитку особистості (юнацький вік) в контексті їх відповідності основним періодам соціалізації людини та розвитку її лідерських якостей. Визначено місце та роль суспільних інститутів та інституцій у формуванні нової якості особистості лідера. Крім того, стаття містить висновки та узагальнення щодо змісту окремих соціально-психологічних особливостей розвитку особистості лідера.
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